Meet Alpaca: Your Go-To BroadWorks Management Toolset
Say goodbye to rigid, complex Cisco BroadWorks management with Alpaca. As your go-to
BroadWorks management toolset, Alpaca makes user account customization and enterprise
location and relocation simple – all with ﬂexible subscription options for any price point.

User Self-Care Portal

With Alpaca’s intuitive user portal, subscribers easily modify personal settings – like call forwarding,
simultaneous ring, and voicemail – in a branded interface. Plus, the portal allows service providers to
customize which settings can be accessed by subscribers for enhanced control over your oﬀerings.

Bulk Provisioning

Alpaca simpliﬁes provisioning with lifecycle plugins to validate user data and perform intelligent data
population in an easy-to-read Microsoft Excel format for greater consistency and security.

Grooming and Migrating Enterprises, Groups, & Servers

Migrating within BroadWorks leaves out key data, but Alpaca allows providers to combine or separate
groups and enterprises from multiple servers as needed while retaining 100% of the settings and device
ﬁles for custom directories.

User Importing/Migration Into BroadWorks

Alpaca imports data with 100% ﬁdelity, includes translator tools to convert from other data and
provisioning formats, and performs validity checks to prevent loading corrupted data.

What Sets Alpaca Apart From Other BroadWorks Solutions?
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Are you ready to get started with Alpaca and experience unprecedented ﬂexibility in BroadWorks
management? Reach out to Trevor at sales@e-c-group.com or visit our contact page today!
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